Past work on emotion processing has focused solely on detecting emotions, and ignored questions such as 'who is feeling the emotion (the experiencer)?' and 'towards whom is the emotion directed (the stimulus)?'. We automatically compile a large dataset of tweets pertaining to the 2012 US presidential elections, and annotate it not only for emotion but also for the experiencer and the stimulus. We then develop a classifier for detecting emotion that obtains an accuracy of 56.84 on an eight-way classification task. Finally, we show how the stimulus identification task can also be framed as a classification task, obtaining an F-score of 58.30.
Introduction
Detecting emotions in text has a number of applications including tracking sentiment towards politicians, movies, and products (Pang and Lee, 2008) , identifying what emotion a newspaper headline is trying to evoke (Bellegarda, 2010) , developing more natural text-to-speech systems (Francisco and Gervás, 2006) , detecting how people use emotion-bearing-words and metaphors to persuade and coerce others (for example, in propaganda) (Kǒvecses, 2003) , tracking response to natural disasters (Mandel et al., 2012) , and so on. With the rapid proliferation of microblogging, there is growing amount of emotion analysis research on newly available datasets of Twitter posts (Mandel et al., 2012; Purver and Battersby, 2012; Mohammad, 2012b) . However, past work has focused solely on detecting emotional state. It has ignored questions such as 'who is feeling the emotion (the experiencer)?' and 'towards whom is the emotion directed (the stimulus)?'.
In this paper, we present a system that analyzes tweets to determine who is feeling what emotion, and towards whom. We use tweets from the 2012 US presidential elections as our dataset, since we expect political tweets to be particularly rich in emotions. Further, the dataset will be useful for applications such as determining political alignment of tweeters (Golbeck and Hansen, 2011; Conover et al., 2011b) , identifying contentious issues (Maynard and Funk, 2011) , detecting the amount of polarization in the electorate (Conover et al., 2011a) , and so on.
Detecting the who, what, and towards whom of emotions is essentially a semantic role-labeling problem (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002) . The semantic frame for 'emotions' in FrameNet (Baker et al., 1998 ) is shown in Table 1 . In this work, we focus on the roles of Experiencer, State, and Stimulus. Note, however, that the state or emotion is often not explicitly present in text. Other roles such as Reason, Degree, and Event are also of significance, and remain suitable avenues for future work.
We automatically compile a large dataset of 2012 US presidential elections using a small number of hand-chosen hashtags. Next we annotate the tweets for Experiencer, State, and Stimulus by crowdsourcing to Amazon's Mechanical Turk. 1 We analyze the annotations to determine the distributions of different types of roles, and show that the dataset is rich in emotions. We develop a classifier for emotion detection that obtains an accuracy of 56.84. We find that most of the tweets express emotions of the tweeter, and only a few are indicative of the emotions of someone else. Finally, we show how the stimulus identification task can be framed as a classification task that circumvents more complicated problems of detecting entity mentions and coreferences. Our supervised classifier obtains an F-score of 58.30 on this task. The State is the abstract noun that describes a more lasting experience by the Experiencer.
Stimulus
The Stimulus is the person, event, or state of affairs that evokes the emotional response in the Experiencer. Topic
The Topic is the general area in which the emotion occurs. It indicates a range of possible Stimulus. Non-Core:
Circumstances The Circumstances is the condition(s) under which the Stimulus evokes its response. Degree The extent to which the Experiencer's emotion deviates from the norm for the emotion. Empathy target The Empathy target is the individual or individuals with which the Experiencer identifies emotionally. Manner Any way the Experiencer experiences the Stimulus which is not covered by more specific frame elements. Parameter
The Parameter is a domain in which the Experiencer experiences the Stimulus.
Reason
The Reason is the explanation for why the Stimulus evokes a certain emotional response.
Related Work
Our work here is related to emotion analysis, semantic role labeling (SRL), and information extraction (IE).
Much of the past work on emotion detection focuses on emotions argued to be the most basic. For example, Ekman (1992) proposed six basic emotions-joy, sadness, anger, fear, disgust, and surprise. Plutchik (1980) argued in favor of eight-Ekman's six, surprise, and anticipation. Many of the automatic systems use affect lexicons pertaining to these basic emotions such as the NRC Emotion Lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010) , WordNet Affect (Strapparava and Valitutti, 2004) , and the Affective Norms for English Words. 2 Affect lexicons are lists of words and associated emotions.
Emotion analysis techniques have been applied to many different kinds of text (Mihalcea and Liu, 2006; Genereux and Evans, 2006; Neviarouskaya et al., 2009; Mohammad, 2012a) . More recently there has been work on tweets as well (Bollen et al., 2011; Tumasjan et al., 2010; Mohammad, 2012b) . Bollen et al. (2011) measured tension, depression, anger, vigor, fatigue, and confusion in tweets. Tumasjan et al. (2010) study Twitter as a forum for political deliberation. Mohammad (2012b) developed a classifier to identify emotions using tweets with emotion word hashtags as labeled data. However, none of this work explores the many semantic roles of emotion.
Semantic role labeling (SRL) identifies semantic arguments and roles with regard to a predicate 2 http://www.purl.org/net/NRCEmotionLexicon http://csea.phhp.ufl.edu/media/anewmessage.html in a sentence (Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002; Màrquez et al., 2008; Palmer et al., 2010) . More recently, there has also been some work on semantic role labeling of tweets for verb and nominal predicates (Liu et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2011) . There exists work on extracting opinions and the topics of opinions, however most of it if focused on opinions about product features (Popescu and Etzioni, 2005; Zhang et al., 2010; Kessler and Nicolov, 2009 ). For example, (Kessler and Nicolov, 2009 ) identifies semantic relations between sentiment expressions and their targets for car and digital-camera reviews. However, there is no work on semantic role labeling of emotions in tweets. We use many of the ideas developed in the sentiment analysis work and apply them to detect the stimulus of emotions in the electoral tweets data.
Our work here is also related to template filling in information extraction (IE), for example as defined in MUC (Grishman, 1997) , which extracts information (entities) from a document to fill out a pre-defined template, such as the date, location, target, and other information about an event.
Challenges of Semantic Role Labeling of Emotions in Tweets
Semantic role labeling of emotions in tweets poses certain unique challenges. Firstly, there are many differences between tweets and linguistically wellformed texts, such as written news (Liu et al., 2012; Ritter et al., 2011) . Tweets are often less well-formed-they tend to be colloquial, have misspellings, and have non-standard tokens. Thus, methods depending heavily on deep language understanding such as syntactic parsing (Kim and Hovy, 2006) are less reliable.
Secondly, in a traditional SRL system, an argument frame is a cohesive structure with strong dependencies between the arguments. Thus it is often beneficial to develop joint models to identify the various elements of a frame (Toutanova et al., 2005) . However, these assumptions are less viable when dealing with emotions in tweets. For example, there is no reason to believe that people with a certain name will have the same emotions towards the same entities. On the other hand, if we make use of information beyond the target tweet to independently identify the political leanings of a person, then that information can help determine the person's emotions towards certain entities. However, that is beyond the scope of this paper. Thus we develop independent classifiers for identifying experiencer, state, and stimulus.
Often, the goal in SRL and IE template filling is the labeling of text spans in the original text. However, emotions are often not explicitly stated in text. Thus we develop a system that assigns an emotion to a tweet even though that emotion is not explicitly mentioned. The stimulus of the emotion may also not be mentioned. Consider Happy to see #4moreyears come into reality. The stimulus of the emotion joy is to see #4moreyears come into reality. However, the tweet essentially conveys the tweeter's joy towards Barack Obama being re-elected as president. One may argue that the true stimulus here is Barack Obama. Thus it is useful to normalize mentions and resolve the coreference, for example, all mentions of Barack H. Obama, Barack, Obama, and #4moreyears should be directed to the same entity. Thus, we ground (in the same sense as in language grounding) the emotional arguments to the predefined entities. Through our experiments we show the target of an emotion in political tweets is often one among a handful of entities. Thus we develop a classifier to identify which of these pre-chosen entities is the stimulus in a given tweet.
Data Collection and Annotation

Identifying Electoral Tweets
We created a corpus of tweets by polling the Twitter Search API, during August and September 2012, for tweets that contained commonly known hashtags pertaining to the 2012 US presidential elections. Table 2 shows the query terms we used. Apart from 21 hashtags, we also collected tweets with the words Obama, Barack, or Rom- ney. We used these additional terms because they are names of the two presidential candidates, and the probability that these words were used to refer to somebody else in tweets posted in August and September of 2012 was low. The Twitter Search API was polled every four hours to obtain new tweets that matched the query. Close to one million tweets were collected, which we will make freely available to the research community. The query terms which produced the highest number of tweets were those involving the names of the presidential candidates, as well as #election2012, #campaign, #gop, and #president.
We used the metadata tag "iso language code" to identify English tweets. Since this tag is not always accurate, we also discarded tweets that did not have at least two valid English words. We used the Roget Thesaurus as the English word inventory. 3 This step also helps discard very short tweets and tweets with a large proportion of misspelled words. Since we were interested in determining the source and target of emotions in tweets, we decided to focus on original tweets as opposed to retweets. We discarded retweets, which can easily be identified through the presence of RT, rt, or Rt in the tweet (usually in the beginning of the post). Finally, there remained close to 170,000 original English tweets.
Annotating Emotions by Crowdsourcing
We used Amazon's Mechanical Turk service to crowdsource the annotation of the electoral tweets. We randomly selected about 2,000 tweets, each by a different Twitter user. We set up two questionnaires on Mechanical Turk for the tweets. The first questionnaire was used to determine the number of emotions in a tweet and also whether the tweet was truly relevant to the US politics.
Questionnaire 1: Emotions in the US election tweets Tweet: Mitt Romney is arrogant as hell.
Q1. Which of the following best describes the emotions in this tweet?
• This tweet expresses or suggests an emotional attitude or response to something.
• This tweet expresses or suggests two or more contrasting emotional attitudes or responses.
• This tweet has no emotional content.
• There is some emotion here, but the tweet does not give enough context to determine which emotion it is.
• It is not possible to decide which of the above options is appropriate.
Q2. Is this tweet about US politics and elections?
• Yes, this tweet is about US politics and elections.
• No, this tweet has nothing to do with US politics or anybody involved in it.
These questionnaires are called HITs (Human Intelligence Tasks) in Mechanical Turk parlance. We posted 2042 HITs corresponding to 2042 tweets. We requested responses from at least three annotators for each HIT. The response to a HIT by an annotator is called an assignment. In Mechanical Turk, an annotator may provide assignments for as many HITs as they wish. Thus, even though only three annotations are requested per HIT, dozens of annotators contribute assignments for the 2,042 tweets. The tweets that were marked as having one emotion were chosen for annotation by the Questionnaire 2. We requested responses from at least five annotators for each of these HITs. Below is an example:
Who is feeling what, and towards whom?
Tweet: Mitt Romney is arrogant as hell.
Q1. Who is feeling or who felt an emotion?
Q2. What emotion? Choose one of the options from below that best represents the emotion.
• anger or annoyance or hostility or fury
• anticipation or expectancy or interest
• disgust or dislike
• fear or apprehension or panic or terror
• joy or happiness or elation
• sadness or gloominess or grief or sorrow
• surprise
• trust or like After performing a small pilot annotation effort, we realized that the stimulus in most of the electoral tweets was one among a handful of entities. Thus we reformulated question 3 as shown below:
Q3. What best describes the target of the emotion?
• Barack Obama and/or Joe Biden 
Annotation Analyses
For each annotator and for each question, we calculated the probability with which the annotator agreed with the response chosen by the majority of the annotators. We identified poor annotators as those that had an agreement probability more than two standard deviations away from the mean. All annotations by these annotators were discarded.
We determine whether a tweet is to be assigned a particular category based on strong majority vote. That is, a tweet belongs to category X if it was annotated by at least three annotators and only if at least half of the annotators agreed with each other. Percentage of tweets in each of the five categories of Q1 are shown in Table 3 . Observe that the majority category for Q1 is 'suggests an emotion'-87.98% of the tweets were identified as having an emotional attitude. Responses to Q2 showed that a large majority (95.56%) of the tweets were relevant to US politics and elections. This shows that the hashtags shown earlier in Table 2 were effective in identifying political tweets.
As mentioned earlier, only those tweets that were marked as having an emotion (with high agreement) were annotated further through Questionnaire 2.
Responses to Q1 of Questionnaire 2 revealed that in the vast majority of the cases (99.825%), the tweets contains emotions of the tweeter. The data did include some tweets that referred to emotions of others such as Romney, GOP, and president, but these instances are rare. Tables 4 and  5 give the distributions of the various options for Questions 2, and 3 of Questionnaire 2. Table 4 shows that disgust (49.32%) is by far the most dominant emotion in the tweets of 2012 US presidential elections. The next most prominent emotion is that of trust (23.73%). About 61% of the tweets convey negative emotions towards someone or something. Table 5 shows that the stimulus of emotions was often one of the two presidential candidates (close to 55% of the time)-Obama: 29.90%, Romney: 24.87%.
Inter-Annotator Agreement
We calculated agreement statistics on the full set of annotations, and not just on the annotations with a strong majority as described in the previous section. Table 6 shows inter-annotator agreement (IAA) for the questions-the average percentage of times two annotators agree with each other. Another way to gauge agreement is by calculating the average probability with which an annotator Table 6 shows the average probability of picking the majority class (APMS) by the annotators (higher numbers indicate higher agreement). Observe that there is high agreement on determining whether a tweet has an emotion or not, and on determining whether the tweet is related to the 2012 US presidential elections or not. The questions in Questionnaire 2 pertaining to the experiencer, state, and stimulus were less straightforward and tend to require more context than just the target tweet for a clear determination, but yet the annotations had moderate agreement.
Access to the data
All of the data is made freely available through the first author's website: http://www.purl.org/net/PoliticalTweets2012 It includes: (1) the complete set of tweets collected from the Twitter API with hashtags shown in Table 2, (2) the subset of English tweets, (3) Questionnaires 1 and 2, (4) and tweets annotated as per Questionnaires 1 and 2.
Automatically Detecting Semantic Roles of Emotions in Tweets
Since in most instances (99.83%) the experiencer of emotions in a tweet is the tweeter, we focus on automatically detecting the other two semantic roles: the emotional state and the stimulus. Due to the unique challenges of semantic role labeling of emotions in tweets described earlier in the paper, we treat the detection of emotional state and stimulus as two subtasks for which we train state-of-the-art support vector machine (SVM) classifiers. SVM is a learning algorithm proved to be effective on many classification tasks and robust on large feature spaces. In our experiments, we exploited several different classifiers and found SVM outperforms others such as maximum-entropy models (i.e., logistic regression). We also tested the most popular kernels such as the polynomial and RBF kernels with different parameters in stratified ten-fold cross validation. We found that a simple linear kernel yielded the best performance. We used the Lib-SVM package (Chang and Lin, 2011) .
As mentioned earlier, there is fair amount of work on emotion detection in non-tweet texts (Boucouvalas, 2002; Holzman and Pottenger, 2003; Ma et al., 2005; John et al., 2006; Mihalcea and Liu, 2006; Genereux and Evans, 2006; Aman and Szpakowicz, 2007; Tokuhisa et al., 2008; Neviarouskaya et al., 2009 ) as well as on tweets (Kim et al., 2009; Tumasjan et al., 2010; Bollen et al., 2011; Mohammad, 2012b; Choudhury et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2012) . In the experiments below we draw from various successfully used features described in these papers. More specifically, the system we use builds on the classifier and features used in two previous systems: (1) the system described in (Mohammad, 2012b) which was shown to perform significantly better than some other previous systems on the news paper headlines corpus and the system described in (Mohammad et al., 2013) which ranked first (among 44 participating teams) in a 2013 SemEval competition on detecting sentiment in tweets).
The goal of the experiments in this section is to apply a state-of-the art emotion detection system on the electoral tweets data. We want to set up baseline performance for emotion detection on this new dataset and also validate the data by showing that automatic classifiers can obtain results that are greater than random and majority baselines. In Section 5.2, we apply the SVM classifier and various features for the first time on the task of detecting the stimulus of an emotion in tweets. In each experiment, we report results of ten-fold stratified cross-validation.
Detecting emotional state
Features
We included the following features for detecting emotional state in tweets. Word n-grams: We included unigrams (single words) and bigrams (two-word sequences) into our feature set. All words were stemmed with Porter's stemmer (Porter, 1980) . Punctuations: number of contiguous sequences of exclamation marks, question marks, or a combination of them. Elongated words: the number of words with the final character repeated 3 or more times (soooo, mannnnnn, etc). (Elongated words have been used similarly in (Brody and Diakopoulos, 2011) .) Emoticons: presence/absence of positive and negative emoticons. The emoticon and its polarity were determined through a regular expression adopted from Christopher Potts' tokenizing script. 4 Emotion Lexicons: We used the NRC wordemotion association lexicon (Mohammad and Turney, 2010 ) to check if a tweet contains emotional words. The lexicon contains human annotations of emotion associations for about 14,200 word types. The annotation includes whether a word is positive or negative (sentiments), and whether it is associated with the eight basic emotions (joy, sadness, anger, fear, surprise, anticipation, trust, and disgust). If a tweet has three words that have associations with emotion joy, then the LexEmo emo joy feature takes a value of 3. We also counted the number of words with regard to the Osgood's (Osgood et al., 1957) semantic differential categories (LexOsg) built for Wordnet (LexOsg wn) and General Inquirer (LexOsg gi). To reduce noise, we only considered the words that have an adjective or adverb sense in Wordnet. Negation features: We examined tweets to determine whether they contained negators such as no, not, and shouldn't. An additional feature determined whether the negator was located close to an emotion word (as determined by the emotion lexicon) in the tweet and in the dependency parse of the tweet. The list of negation words was adopted from Christopher Potts' sentiment tutorial. 5 Position features: We included a set of position features to capture whether the feature terms described above appeared at the beginning or the end of the tweet. For example, if one of the first five terms in a tweet is a joy word, then the feature LexEmo joy begin was triggered. Combined features Though non-linear models like SVM (with non-linear kernels) can capture interactions between features, we explicitly combined some of our features. For example, we concatenated all emotion categories found in a given tweet. If the tweet contained both surprise and disgust words, a binary feature "LexEmo surprise disgust" was triggered. Also, if a tweet contained more than one joy word and no other emotion words, then the feature LexEmo joy only was triggered. Table 7 shows the results. We included two baselines here: the random baseline corresponds to a system that randomly guesses the emotion of a tweet, whereas the majority baseline assigns all 5 http://sentiment.christopherpotts.net/lingstruc.html tweets to the majority category (disgust). Since the data is significantly skewed towards disgust, the majority baseline is relative high. The automatic system obtained by the classifier in identifying the emotions (56.84), which is significantly higher than the majority baseline. It should be noted that the highest scores in the SemEval 2013 task of detecting sentiment analysis of tweets was around 69% (Mohammad et al., 2013) . That task even though related involved only three classes (positive, negative, and neutral). Thus it is not surprising that for an 8-way classification task, the performance is somewhat lower.
Results
The upper bound of the task here is not 100%-human annotators do not always agree with each other. To estimate the upper bound we can expect an automatic system to achieve, for each tweet we randomly sampled an human annotation from its multiple annotations and treated it as a system output. We compare it with the majority category chosen from the remaining human annotations for that tweet. Such sampling is conducted over all tweets and then evaluated. The results table shows this upper bound. Table 8 shows results of ablation experimentsthe accuracies obtained with one of the feature groups removed. The higher the drop in performance, the more useful is that feature. Observe that the ngrams are the most useful features, followed by the emotion lexicons. Most of the gain from ngrams come through word ngrams, but character ngrams provide small gains as well. Both the manual and automatic sentiment lexicons were found to be useful to a similar degree. Paying attention to negation was also beneficial, whereas emotional encodings such as elongated words, emoticons, and punctuations did not help much. It is possible that much of the discriminating information they might have is already provided by unigram and character ngram features.
Detecting emotion stimulus
As discussed earlier, instead of detecting and labeling the original text spans, we ground the emotion stimulus directly to the predefined entities. This allows us to circumvent mention detection and co-reference resolution on linguistically less well-formed text. We treat the problem as a classification task, in which we classify a tweet into one of the categories defined in Table 5 . We believe that a similar approach is also possible in other domains such as natural disaster tweets and epidemic surveillance tweets. We perform a ten-fold stratified cross-validation.
Features
We used the features below for detecting emotion stimulus:
Word ngrams: Same as described earlier for emotional state.
Lexical features: We collected lexicons that contain a variety of words and phrases describing the categories in Table 5 . For example, the Republican party may be called as "gop" or "Grand Old Party"; all such words or phrases are all put into the lexicon called "republican". We counted how many words in a given tweet are from each of these lexicons.
Hashtag features: Hashtags related to the U.S. election were collected. We organized them into different categories and use them to further smooth the sparseness. For example, "#4moreyear" and "#obama" are put into the same hashtag lexicon and any occurrence of such hashtags in a tweet triggers the feature "hashtag obama generalized", indicating that this is a general version of hashtag related to president Barack Obama.
Position features: Same as described earlier for emotional state.
Combined features As discussed earlier, we explicitly combined some of the above features. For example, we first concatenate all lexicon and hashtag categories found in a given tweet-if the tweet contains both the general hashtag of "obama" and "romney", a binary feature "Hashtag general obama romney" takes the value of 1. Table 9 shows the results obtained by the system. Overall, the system obtains an F-measure of 58.30. The table also shows upper-bound and baselines calculated just as described earlier for the emotional state category. We added results for an additional baseline, rule-based system, here that chose the stimulus to be: Obama if the tweet had the terms obama or #obama; Romney if the tweet had the terms romney or #romney; Republicans if the tweet had the terms republican, republicans, or #republicans; Democrats if the tweet had the terms democrats, democrat, or #democrats; and Campaign if the tweet had the terms #election or #campaign. If two or more of the above rules are triggered in the same tweet, then a label is chosen at random. This rule-based system based on handchosen features obtains an F-score of 48.62, showing that there are sufficiently many tweets where key words alone are not sufficient to disambiguate the true stimulus. Observe that the SVM-based automatic system performs markedly better than the majority baseline and also the rule-based system baseline.
Results
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we framed emotion detection as a semantic role labeling problem, focusing not just on emotional state but also on experiencer and stimulus. We chose tweets about the 2012 US presidential elections as our target domain. We automatically compiled a large dataset of these tweets using hashtags, and annotated them first for presence of emotions, and then for the different semantic roles of emotions. All of the data is made freely available.
We found that a large majority of these tweets (88.1%) carry some emotional attitude towards someone or something. Further, tweets that convey disgust are twice as prevalent than those that convey trust. We found that most tweets express emotions of the tweeter themselves, and the stimulus is often one among a few handful of entities. We developed a classifier for emotion detection that obtained an accuracy of 56.84 on an eightway classification task. Finally, we showed how the stimulus identification task can be framed as a classification task in which our system outperforms competitive baselines.
Our future work involves exploring the use of more tweets from the same user to determine their political leanings, and use that as an additional feature in emotion detection. We are also interested in automatically identifying other semantic roles of emotions such as degree, reason, and empathy target (described in Table 1 ). We believe that a more sophisticated sentiment analysis applications and a better understanding of affect require the determination of semantic roles of emotion.
